
SQ: Got anything by mumford and songs? 

John Stericker: haha, i'll have a look 

John Stericker: The Learning & Development Christmas GameJust in time for Christmas, Learning 
Plan have released a Learning & Development simulator where you have been tasked with a very 
special assignment! 

John Stericker: https://learningplan.com.au/christmas-game/ 

SQ: I have it on good authority that virtual, immersive environments and gamified learning is a fad 
and not to be taken seriously. 

Ryan: Tell that to McDonalds Monoply 

John Stericker: I'm happy to discuss different ways that learning and on a more holistic level, life 
plays out. VR may not be taking off as the big investors and tech companies would maybe like, and 
gamified "stuff" happens all around us, not just learning. Think Card Points (flybuys etc) through the 
friday night meat raffle. what can be taken seriously these days, and for some it might be serious 
and for others the same thing might be a fad. My answer is a diplomatic way of saying, i'm far from 
being "good authority" and that's with 20 + years playing (and getting paid) with this stuff. :) 

SQ: Be less diplomatic 

John Stericker: and McDonalds (what Ryan said) 

John Stericker: i don't get paid enough to be less diplomatic hehe 

SQ: I don't accept Ryan's premise that the learner can be manipulated. Surely their paycheque (or 
the carrot of more impressive future paycheques) is all the motivation they need t to enchange 
theimselves? 

SQ: *enhance, not exchange. Exchange would be weird. 

John Stericker: it's a very intersting avenue for discussion and will explore this more tonight 

SQ: Fair enough, I'm a little early.  I have no doubt the other attendees will have valuable insights. 

SQ: On another note - how do you feel about plagiarism? If I am incapable of coming up with my 
own material, but can find ways to present it that is relevant and useful to my learner, should I do 
that, or should I provide them the "source" material, and then attempt to apply relevance and 
context (noting that option B means they effectively have to experience two separate learning 
events) 

John Stericker: i don't think it;s about being "incapable" i think it comes down more to why re-invent 
the wheel. Having said that i'm mindful of not blatantly ripping of word for word, but like all art, art 
is inspired, "imitation is the greatest form of flattery" 

SQ: I am an immoral creature, I care not about flattering the artist, and more about what is effective 
for the learner. 

SQ: We are all against reinventing wheels, but, to torture the metaphor, putting a bicycle wheel on a 
car is not necessary a good idea. 

Ryan: If the wheels are square, you need new wheels.... 



SQ: If the definition of success has not been determined (in this case one would imagine the ability 
to roll and provide sufficient friction to transfer rotational energy to the road surface, but not so 
much as to damage the road or mechanical componenets of the vehicle) how do you know if you 
need square or round wheels? 

SQ: (Of course, given the nature of agile project management, we can assume we are designing new 
learning interventions in response to customer feedback that the current product is not meeting 
user requirements or expectations) 

Ryan: So without a required outcome we wouldn't know if the wheels work or not. But if we develop 
enough prototypes and alter enough variables you may find round wheels work better by 
accident...depending on what the intial purporse of you wheels was 

John Stericker: It’s also interesting to note that the measures of success may change as more 
continuing analysis is done and you get to know your learners a bit more through the learner 
analysis.What starts out as “improving performance of employees undertaking a particular process”, 
could turn into “create a whole new process and train that.” Or “we need a new system” 

John Stericker: yes I plaguerised that from a talk I did last friday 

Ryan: Can you plaguerise your own talk? 

SQ: What are the most effective (or least currently popular) tools for measuring learner retention 
and application of taught skills or knowledge? 

SQ: It's a shame this isn't being recorded, it's killer content. 

John Stericker: an offical assessment to measure against a set of competencies 

John Stericker: the discussion will be saved :) 

SQ: Holy storm batman. Can't play tennis in this weather. 

John Stericker: there's a trick, get your students to create teh content for you ;) 

SQ: What are official assessments? I was trying to get to sleep the other night and I decided to read 
the competency criteria for assessment as offered on the NTIS/Nationally recognised training 
website, it couldn't have been more vague if it tried. 

John Stericker: maybe there;s a job for you, the official assessment is what's agreed by the 
stakeholders who need the training to satisfy their performance issue 

John Stericker: if other people sign off on it, then it's out of your hands, pass the buck i say 

SQ: So if we are contracted to develop training, we must insist on clear assessment criteria of quality 
(ie - zero burnt burgers) from the stakeholders prior to developing the training interventions? 

John Stericker: well it's also up to them to define success, so the assessments will reflect thos 
competency requirements 

David: Agreement between stakeholders is in itself a hard wn achievement, Everyone will have there 
own little piece they insist must be taught and then assessed, each will give a different weight to the 
various  aspects of what is taught.  Defence is a classic in this aspect. 

SQ: Why are there so many independent stakeholders?  



John Stericker: so you can pass teh b uck and not have all that responsibility 

SQ: Is it possible, or advisable, to embark on experimental learning interventions before determining 
the end state? 

John Stericker: I did what you said, don't blame me!" 

John Stericker: sure SQ, MVP, we've spoken about that a few times during the classes 

John Stericker: https://www.easelearning.com/easeblog/creating-an-mvp-to-ensure-widescale-
online-learning 

SQ: Is there a risk to the learner/customer, if it is a small customer base, and they will experience 
both the MVP and the final, Ferarri standard? 

John Stericker: maybe they can contribute towards the design of the solution, which will create 
more "buyin" if they have been directly involved 

SQ: You got me there, I love it. 

SQ: Economical audience. Party pies offer terrible filling to pastry ratio. 

John Stericker: https://www.easelearning.com/easeblog/creating-an-mvp-to-ensure-widescale-
online-learning 

Marcel: Hi John 

wayne c: here John 

Nicole: can hear you fine 

Kallum M: Hi all 

Jennifer: Hi all ;) 

Sam: Why not both 

Keith: Hi all  

wayne c: like AC electricity 

wayne c: lol 

wayne c: some tech alienates people 

Kallum M: VR is a watse of time. there is no physical feedback, no feel. 

Ryan: Could VR present a potential risk free environment to learn proior to moving on to more 
dangerous scenarios? 

Grant: We tried the VR idea at work years ago i was completely horrible, not to say it wont work in 
another setting though. Especially if you have the $$ to do so 

Grant: yep 

Kallum M: much 

wayne c: less muffled 



Mac: Google japan Airlines Hololens for an excellent VR example. 

Kallum M: nothing beats good old fassion training aids! 

SQ: A potential upside of VR is that whilst it may not be as good as the best "live" training, it will at 
least be consistent, rather than depending on the local resources, knowledge, or competence of 
local trainers. 

Alex: I know that feeling 

Brendan: VR doesn’t give the tactile feel of some practical training eg weights, grip etc 

SQ: Neither does cardio, but cardio is still important. 

Ryan: It also doesn't rip your arms off if you make a mistake 

Kallum M: or if something is snagged, jammed, hot cold 

SQ: It's not one or the other. There is no fence. there is not divide, when you buy a new loaf of bread 
you don't throw out the rest of teh contents of the fridge. 

SQ: Every tool enhances. 

Jennifer: VR has seen some positive impacts in therapeutic realms treating PTSD  / Panic / Phobias 

SQ: I resent that comment John, I have never taken an order in my life. 

SQ: Jennifer, do you have any sources for that?  I would be interested to learn more about how VR 
experiences affect your brain and alter your reactions to "real" stimuli 

SQ: You mention "long term" is there an assumed life expectancy for a particular training 
intervention? When is it appropriate to review or renew? Is it simply when the customer complains 
they are no longer happy? 

Jennifer: https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/virtual-reality-might-be-the-next-big-
thing-for-mental-health/ 

Kallum M: as soon aas something is published it is outdated 

Kallum M: during WW1 aircraft were  being replaced by newer better modles every 4 days. 

SQ: Sounds like we need a good war to stimulate innovation 

Tim C: H5P can be edited directly through a HTML5 plug in, quite convenient for updating 

Jennifer: Tim is Defence using H5P? 

SQ: Not as a standard. 

Tim C: @Jennifer, yes workly directly with the moodle lms 

Tim C: *works 

Kallum M: its available in ADELE U 

SQ: Badges are excellent, everything from Black AMEX to whatever-sponsor for a kickstarter, to 
scouts, a colourful pat on the head does wonders for participant investment. 



SQ: How doe we make the badges seem like real, tangible rewards, and not naff jpegs shoehorned 
into the learning? 

Ryan: Excellent idea to use them, they can be utilised to show a standard of excellence by adding 
user % to have attainded them and only have them awarded for achieving certain standards 

SQ: That I have it, and someone else doesnt 

Sam: Badges, if set up correctly can also assist with a quick overview of progress, and a way of 
tracking qualifications into the future if set up to do so 

James: Badges can be recorded for reporting purposes. As it shows an investment in your self 
development which is  a highly desirable trait.  

Jennifer: Then meaning attached to it 

SQ: Sam and James - that is a beneefit for the instructor, not for the learner. 

Nitin: level of difficult to acheive it 

Nitin: difficulty* 

James: The learners value placed on it. 

Mac: The way a person recieves it. 

Alex: The value of the badge is what you set it up to be. It can be as fritherless or as important as you 
want 

Mark: finishing moduels  

SQ: Well done alex, you win 100 internet points 

Alex: Can I get a badge? 

James: SQ - Reporting is how you identify stregnths and weaknesses that support the learner. It is 
about development and providing feedback.  

Jennifer: Firefox 

John Stericker: Mozilla 

Jennifer: wahoooooo 

SQ: For feedback to be relevant, the credibility of the individual or organisation providing the 
feedback must be established. 

Alex: @SQ Credability is subjective.  

Alex: Sure 

SQ: I wholeheartedly concur Alex, another 100 internet points - so how do we establish credibility in 
the mind of every learner, and every third party observer of that learner (and their badges) 

Alex: Through the value in the content. Make them think and make it hard 

Alex: /challenge them 

SQ: We respect things that challenge us? 



Alex: We learn from things that challenge us 

SQ: So badges are reserved for components of learning that are "trial by fire" ? 

Alex: No. Just the small sense of achievement once you fight through the challenge 

SQ: Does that cheapen the badges? How do we make one badge worth more than another? 

SQ: (Bronze, silver, gold, platinum achievements, so to speak) 

Jennifer: Criteria based? achievements 

SQ: email no good john 

Jennifer: .aau 

Alex: I agree. Criteria based and grading 

wayne c: check your email in the badge John 

Sam: Don't think it will come through 

wayne c: incorrect syntax 

Jennifer: JOhn you used .aau not .au 

SQ: Is there any research/data on whether learners prefer self-congratulatory rewards or gifted 
rewards, and how to figure out which learners are which (to call back your original poll - perhaps 
suduku players like to challenge themsleves, chess players like to beat their competitors, and 
console players like rewards from "higher powers" ) 

John Stericker: https://credly.com/credit/cd276c474 

Ryan: You can leverage some people who are naturally competitive, another option is to add 
credible rewards to recieving the badge. Originally Xbox achievements earned you points that could 
be used to buy games online but making a badge, and buy extension the organisation, credible takes 
time 

Sam: Kids growing up with consols etc will  be used to this form of reward and may make it easier to 
use and compete against other learners while learning 

Sam: I know my kids get excited about getting bages on fortnite 

SQ: Do they want a job? 

Jennifer: Leaderboards don't always mean quality learning or engagement just done first in some 
instances 

Ryan: Is there a risk of too much competition and too little collaboration if the learning method is 
based off a leader board? 

Alex: Leaderboard for top three only? 

SQ: Like badges, the leaderpoint/points need to be relevant. 

John Stericker: https://learningplan.com.au/christmas-game/ 



Alex: It depends on the criteria and the questions. Definitley not for quiz based questions but 
definitley for assessment type questions.  

Alex: or scenarios 

Nitin: Ive created one of these using simulation software and recording vidoes and playing them in a 
sequece based on the users decisions 

Kallum M: I prefer the good old fassion R L Stine Goosebumps. 

Nitin: so learners can see the consequences to poor choices and good choices 

Sam: 2 

Ryan: 150 

Jennifer: 75 

Ryan: Damn 

Kallum M: 2-3 weeks 

James: 45 

Tim C: if it was captivate it would have taken ages 

SQ: I reckon they could make Monkey Island in 150 

SQ: was that using an existing software platform, or was it built from scratch? 

John Stericker: http://learningthatworks.com.au/review/baptist-care/it-security/ 

John Stericker: Adobe Captivate 

Tim C: @John what were the authoring tools you used with captivate? 

John Stericker: Just Captivate 

Jennifer: John I'd like more info on the design task - in terms of length / outcome expected 

SQ: In regards to interface, should the design be completely intuitive, or is it permissible to have a 
"user guide"? 

Jennifer: Yes thanks 

SQ: What tools are you using to encourage or ensure that we apply your teaching beyond paying lip 
service during the practical assessment? 

Jennifer: HOw many hours do you envisage this taking for us to do? 

SQ: My colleagues are silly, but I'll probably suck knowledge from your brain for a while. 

 


